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AliNOUNCEl-$i'JTS 

ConcerninG This Issue, Readers will observe a number of changes in the 
format of this issue of The Strolling Astronomer as compared to iroY,ediately 
preceding issues. These have been made with the objective of reducing costs. 
Like many other astronomical projects, The Strolling Astr~ operates on a 
very limited budget; and the extreme lateness of recent issues has bean due 
in part to financial difficulties. We hope and think that the changes made 
have been accomplished without any decrease in the quality of our periodical, 
either in the clarity of the illustrations or in the amount of material pub
lished. We shall be glad to hear from you, our readers, how you like our 11 new 
face". 

We might mention that it will obviously be some time before the mailing 
of The Strolling Astronomer can be brought back into step with the calendar 
months. We assure both old and new readers that in spite of this regrett
able situation every subscriber will eventually receive that number of issues 
for which he has paid. 

Reutlinger Sternenbote. Such·is the title of a German publication with 
which we have recently begun to exchange. We are sure that A.L.P.O. members 
able' to manage German will find much enjoyable and instructive reading therein. 
The July-september, 1954 issue (Volume 5, Nos. 7 - 9) contains 24 pages of text 
of about the same size as those in The Strolling Astronomer and a cover picture 
of the partially eclipsed sun on June 30, 1954, taken by J:r. J. --Herrmann with 
the 7-inch reflector at the Reutlingen Observatory. Among the 'articles in 
this issue are ones upon the Zeiss Planetarium in the service of archeology, 
halos around the sun and the moon, the determination of stellar diameters from 
luminosity and temperature, the building of tpe Reutlingen Observatory, and 
the asteroid Hermes. Interested persons should write to Astronomische Stat
ion Reutlingen, 14 b Reutlingen, Blucherstrasse 18, Volkssternwarte, Germany. 

Important Paper on the Origin of Lunar Craters. We take pleasure in 
directing attention to a monograph with the title 11Formacion de los crateres 
lunares" published in No. 234 of the Spanish journal ~ in 1953. The 
author is Mr. A. Paluzie-Borrell of Barcelona, one of our A.L.P.O. members and 
contributors. In what may truly be called a definitive treatment of work up 
to now on the problem of the origin of the lunar features, Yr. Paluzie in 78 
pages discusses comprehensively all the different theories, ll figures clarify
ing the presentation. The bibliography of 177 items will alone be of the great
est value to all students of the intriguing and controversial question of how 
the lunar surface was molded to its present form. Mr. Paluzie 1 s paper is, of 
course, in Spanish. Might it be possible to translate this treatise into Eng
lish and to arrange at least a limited distribution? 

THE EVIDENCE FOR SATURN 1 S RING D 

by Thomas A. Cragg 

Several people in recent years have reported seeing a faint dusky ring 
outside the normal confines of Saturn's rings. Since there has b~en more and 
more concern recently regarding the •new" feature, it was felt necessary to 
write a paper concerning it. At the suggestion of Walter H. Haas, Director 
of the A.L.P.O., the •new• feature will be referred to as "Ring D". 

First, it should be mentioned that the region containing Ring D is still 
within the Roche Limit, using his formula: 

L • 2.4554R 
where: L .. Roche Limit 

R = radius of planet. 

Th~ history of this feature revea.Ls that it is not new. According to R. 
J.!. Baum this feature was first observed by }:.G. Fournier at the Jarry-Des
loges Observatory on September 5, 1907. Fournier again observed it on Sept-
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ember 7, 1907. Even though it was mentioned in several journals at the time, 
it was announced as a new discovery by 14. E. Schaer of the Geneva Observatory 
in September, 1908. 

Following this announcement, Bower, Lewis and Eddington at Greenwich 
observed it on October 10; 1908. Apparently the last observation made of Ring 
D was b-1 Schaer in January, 1909. It should be mentioned that E. E. Barnal"d · 
was unable to detect it with the 40-inch Yerkes refractor when specifically 
looking for it. 

In more recent times E. Schaer suspected it in 194{-. R. M. Baum re
covered it with a 6.5-inch rei'lector on Aprll 1, 1952. Mt. T, R. Cave, Jr. 
recovereq it independently in early 1952, and Mr. T. Cragg confirmed him short
ly after-? 

In 1954, most of the drawings of Saturn prior to April 20 subuitted ~ the 
A.L.P.o. show a very dark border on the~ side of' the proJec_ted r-'..DI ellipse~ 
The geometry of the system, according to The AmeT!can '!liJ?bemeris and Nautical 
.Almanac, was such that the shadow of the rings on the ball fell north of the-pro
jected rings prior to April 20, 1954. Had only a few drawings .shown this appar
~nt error, ll()t much would have been thought about it; but since nearly 90% «"f 
the drawings showed an apparent shadow on the wrong side, it would seem that 
something must have been there to cause the trouble. Since this is exactly 
where one would expect Ring D to be in projection against the ball, it is easy 
to assume that the error was due to the presence of Ring D. Such was strongly 
suspected to be the case until April 22, 1954 when a fine view with the Mt. Wil-
son 60-inch PBi'lector was had by Cragg {Fig.l). Tlds view clearly revealed 

Figure 1. Saturn. 
Thomas A. Cragg. 
April 22, 1954. 
7 hrs., 15 mins.,u.T. 
Mount Wilson 60-inch 
reflector. 250X-700X. 
seeing fairly good. 
Sky very clear. 

the dusky shading (not a shadow) crossing the ball immediately adjacent:.to the 
southern edge of the ring ellipse. A comparison was made between the shadow 
of the ball on the ring (still visible though very narrow) and the dusky shading, 
and again the shading was obviously not the shadow of the rings. Through the 
courtesy of Drs. E. Pettit and R. s. Richardson who were photographing Mars and 
Saturn on the seme night with the 100-inch, a print fran one of their negatives 
was secured showing the same appearance which had been observed visually at the 

60-inch. 

Several suggestions have been made as to What the dusky band adjacent to 
the rings could be besides Ring D. One suggestion is that the dusky shading may 
be the penumbral shadow of the rings, but since the angular diaPteter of the Sun 
f'rom Saturn is only 3 1 of arc, it seems impossible for a penum'bl'al shadow to be 
as extensive as the dusky band that was observed. Another suggestion has been 
the po,ssibility of a belt at just the right position to be adjacent to the project
ed ring ellipse. The specific suggestion was the S.E.B. (South Equatorial Belt). 
This con+.P,ntion seems impossible because of the previously observed positions of 
the S&.turnian belts. If one computes the Saturnicentric latitude of the south 
edge of the ring ellipse as seen from the Earth, he finds that during the inter
val of time pertinent to this problem it varied f'rom 29° to 2~ South. It is 
a little hard to visualize an equatorial belt in this latitude. 

It seems that an observation by Cragg on June 5, 1954 ~dth a 12-inch ref'lect-
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Figure 2. Saturn. 
Thomas A. Cragg. 
June 5, 1~54. 
6 hrs., 50· r.dns., U. T. 
12-inch reflector. 
168X, 200X, and 336X. 
Seeing fairly good. 
Sky very clear. 

or would settle the issue (Fig 2). B,y this time a prominent shadow of the rings 
on the ball was visible south of the ring ellipse, but in this view a faint dusky 
shading was seen beyond the shad011. This may be interpreted as the penwnbral 
shadow of the rings, but Ring ·D was seen definitely off the ball. This aspect 
was confirmed by another observer with a 6-inch refiector without foreknowledge 
of the -position of Ring D. 

In looking for Ring D certain facts and precautions should be remembered: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Ring D is fainter than Ring C by a factor of a little less 
than 2. 

Unless Ring C can be seen rather easily in the ansae, Ring 
D will probably be invisible. 

There is a remarkable similarity between Ring D and a "f!lst 
seeing pattern". The "fast seeing pattern" appears as a 
faint fuzzy border to the ring system but surrounds the ball 
also. Obviously, Ring D awears a" a miniature Crape Ring 
outside of Ring A. 

The visibility of the "nev" ring may well vary due to the 
changing inclination of the rings to the Sun am Earth. 5 

In connection with item four, it should be mentioned that the inclination 
of the rings was 0° twice during 1907, but about 1° at the time when Fournier 
discovered Ring D. If Ring D is made up of homogeneous particles, the apparent 
density of the particles as seen from the Earth would vary inversely with the 
inclination angle. In addition to this one must remember that the irradiation 
of Rings A and B would inc:reas,e directly with the inclination angle to the Sun. 
With these data in mind it appears that Ring D has a better chance of being de
tected at low ring inclination angles. 

Some readers may be interested in the calculation of the latitude of the 
south edge of the projected rings as referred to above. This subject has been 
treated by T. Cragg in the Proceedinm of the Astronomical League General Convent
ion at Hadison, Wisconsin on July 2-5, 1954, pp. 39-41. Here the equations are 
developed for both an assumedly spherical Saturn and for the actually el lipsoidal 
planet. If R is the outer radius of the rings, r the radius of a supposedly spher
ical Saturn, B the · Saturnicentric latitude of the Earth, and L the desired Saturn
icentric latitude of the outer edge of the ring ellipse, then it is easily shown 
that: 

sin A • R sin B --r--

L = 180° - A - B , 
where A is an auxiliary angle. For the actual planet a much more complicated 
formula leads to almost the same computed latitude. 
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Footnote £I Editor. One may wonder whether the dark border south of the 
projected ring-ellipse prior to April 20, 1954 was the ~ of Ring D rather 
than t he Ring D projection upon t he ball. It has been found that the Crape 
Band on the ball of Saturn is at least at ti~es a shadow rather than the pro
jection of Ring C (.Ill& Strolling Astronomer, Vol. 3, No.1 PP• 5-7, 1949). 
Perhaps it is significant that Cragg writes of seeing the supposed Ring D 
against the ball to be almost as wide as Ring D at the ansae; for the shadow 
of D lay south of t he projection of D on the ball subsequent to April 20, 1954 
(but north of it before that date). The true Ring D projection was less than 
one-third as wide as Ring D at the ansae during the 1953-54 apparition of 
Saturn. 

by w. D. Heintz 

In the 1954 apparition Mara was in a very favorable position for southern 
observerg. At Mt. Stromlo Observatory (Canberra, Australia), t he planet. came 
within 7 of t he zenith. From the work which was done here, we show five 
sketches covering almost the entire surface; and the names of the various reg
ions given in the following description are those from Antoniadi 1 s Mars map as 
reprinted in "Sky and Telescope", June, 1954. 

Figure 3. Mars. 
w. D. Heintz. 
July 4, 1954. 
14 hrs. 25 mins. U.T. 
9-inch refractor. 
320X, 5701. 
C.M. = 310° • 
Seeing Good. 

Fig. 3 shows the characteristic shape of Syrtis Y.ajor, extended to N.W. by 
Nilosyrtis and Nilus. East of it, Thoth-Nepenthes and Casius are seen as a 
wide, curved band. [ Dr. Heintz uses ~ to mean the· direction of increasing 
longitude on Mars, ~. the opposite direction.] Sinus Sabaeus lay in the -
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West, with the two tips of the Fork Bay at the end, and Portus Sigaeus, mouth of 
Phison, _in the middle part. Ausonia and Hallas (S.E.) consist of several 
parts of -different brightness, between which ¥;are Tyrrhenum and Mare Hadria-
cmn are to be seen. The Aeria region, 1ol. of Syrtis, is very bright, except 
for the shade of Asopos. 

\ I • 
\ 

\ 

l!'igure 4. Mars. 
w. D. Heintz. 
August 1, 1954. 
10 hrs. 25 mins. U.T. 
9-inch refractor. 
320X, 570X. 
c.M. - oo. 
Seeing very good. 

.. Fig. 4: Sinus Sabaeus is in the middle of the disk, with its mouth into the 
Hellespontus at the E. end, the Fork Bay at the 1o1. , and Portus Sigaeus in the 
middle. Hallas is seen as a bright area near the S.E. limb. The darkness 
of l1argaritifer Sinus diminishes in the dimmed light of the terminator side. 
Near the North Polar Cap, Deuteronilus, Oxus and Indus form a triangle. It 
will be noted that the bright region N.E. of the Fork Bay (Aeria and Arabia) 
is seen differently from Figure 3. 

Figure 5. Yars. 
w. D. Heintz. 
June 18, 1954. 
12 hrs. 15 mins. U.T. 
9-inch refractor. 
32ox, 57oe. 
C.N. • 60 
Seeing good. 

Fig. 5: Aurorae Sinus is in ohe middle, connected by G~~ges with the very 
faint Lunae Lacus north of it. To the 'W. is Tithonius Lacus, s. of it the 
remarkable Solis Lacus; the surrounding brigh ~. region Thaumasia, being divid
ed by some canals. In the E. Sinus Furcosus and the characteristic curve of 
Hargaritifer Sinus are disap"?earing. The following dark region of J.are Ery
thraeum contains the slightly brighter areas of Pyrrhae Regie and Argyre. 
¥are Acidalium in .the North seems to consist of some parts of different dark
ness. 
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Figure 6. Mars. 
'W. D. Heintz. 
July 27' 1954. 
16 hrs. 30 mins. U.T. 
9-inch refractor. 
320X, 570X. 
c.M. • 135°. 
Seeing fair. 

Fig. 6: Mare Sirenum lies in the s., with its N. end, T:!,tanum Sinus, close 
to the terminator. In the E. Tithonius Lacus is connected by Gordii Nodus 
with Mare Sirenum. In the S.E. parts of Solis Lacus and Thaumasia are still 
visible. In the middle and w. parts the bright regions are Tharsis and Ama
zonia. The grey shades there draw are very uncertain because they are close 
to the terminator. The Northern Cap is seen divided into two parts. 

~ • .. 
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Figure 7. Mars. 
w. D. Heintz. 
August 14, 1954. 
9 hrs. 20 mins. U.T. 
9-inch refractor. 
320X, 570X0 
c.M •• 225 • 
Seeing very good. 

Fig, 7 shows Mare Cimmerium and its two ncreeksn, Cyclopum Sinus (W~ and 
Laistygonum Sinus (E) • Between Eridania and Electris, the Scamander canal 
comes from the South Cap. In the middle lies the bright region Aeolis, N. of 
it Cerberus and its dark edges: Pambotis Lacus (W.) and Trivium Charontis (E.). 
In the North, Elysium (very bright} is bounded by Hyblaeus (W.) and Styx (E.). 
As in most sketches, the melting Southern Polar Cap shows a distinctly dark bord
er, while the increasing Northern one is seen without such a frontier. 

The drawings were made with a 9-inch refractor, using eyepieces of 320X and 
570X. They should allow a rough view of what one may expect to see in the more 
favorable 1956 apparition. 
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For draving up a program of observations for that next apparition the following 
remarks may be useful: The usual, convenient diameter of sketches is about J 
ins. so that lines dra'll!l by chance cannot get too much weight. For drawing the 
planet, it is recommended to wait a fw minutes until the qe gets used to the 
reddisb-7811011 color. Also, one should not strain the qe by continuing the obser
vation too long in order to avoid seeing features -which are not real. It is better 
to leave the sketch unfinished and to repeat it on some other night. l,'his l'8llllll'k 
concerns Jll8.i.DJy same surface regions (Solis Iacus, Syrtis l'.ajor) where tbe markings 
are eo close together that their separation meets with difficulties even UDder good 
conditions. There are warning examples ot observations hopelessl7 disfigured by 
pb;ysiological errors. 

Retractor observers should be very cautious aboUt remarks on colors of the 
Martian regions unless they are sure about the color correction of their instru
ment. Furthermore, oDe should never stud;y a Mars map before or during the obser
vation. Certainly, it gives great pleasure to identifY the features seen with 
those fran the mapJ but it must be spscial.ly mentioned that unintluenced vork GilD

not be done in this wa;r. The author did not compare Ma ~~ketches with &IQ' map dur-
ing all the montJts ot observations this 7B&r• Some of the features ot the above 
ciJoav!nls or older ones mq have cbauged in shape consider&~ before the 19S6 apperi 
tion. 

Observers should never hurr;v the drawings but should patiently await moments ot 
1good sseing in order to perceive the faint details. .l wel.l-completed sketch usual-
17 needs at least baJ.t an hour ot work. However, it is recommended not to_ spend 
too much time on si:mply drawing. The surface details visible in small telescopes 
are mostl7 we1.1 kncnln, and compilation ot too 111BD7 observations, especia117 fran 
insufficient telescopes, is superfluous. After having got sane sketches under good 
seeing conditions, the main attention then may be paid to changes of the fo:rmerl;y 
dra'll!l markingsa variation of the bl'ightness ot areas, of the width of the dark bands, 
etc. These changes are probably due to seasonal variations ot the Martian atmosphere 
and may beccme remarkable after opposition when the planet comes to a more northern 
declination. Especially the size of the polar caps may be continuousl;y investigated 
by estimating their width in units of the diameter of the disk. 

Same vork cen be done by color filter observations as the transmission ot the 
Martian atmosphere is probably different in diverse colors. For such observations, 
the reader is referred to the article •The Filter• by J.C. Bartlett, Jr., in "The 
Strolling Astronomer•, .April, 1953. .All kinds of information about the red planet 
may be drawn fran the book •The Planet Mars• by G. de Vaucouleurs, which is now 
obtainable in the EDglisb language • 

.l very useful contribution, however, can be dona even vi th smaller telescopes, 
namely, observations of selected surface markings passing the central meridian of 

·the disk. Such transit times reliabl;r observed are valuable for checking the ro
tation period and phase of Mars, it the chosen transit stations are sufticientl;r 
determinable in longituie. 'llhere are neec\ed only a few surface points, but these 
should be timed as often as possible. Stations reCOIIIIll8Dded for transit observat
ions, fairly close to the Martian equator, and distributed over all longitudes, are 
as follows (the approximate longitude and latitude being given in parentheses): 

1. Aryn, the bright gap between the prongs of the Fork Bay. It is 
chosen as the ~!artiaD zero meridian (0°,- ~) 

2. Aurorae Sinus, west tip ((:1)0 ,- 10°) 

J. Solis Iacus, center (90°,- 30°) 

4. Titanum Sinus, the northern end of Mare Sirenum (170°,- 15°) 

5. Trivium Charontis, center (200°,+ 15°) 

6. Cyclopum Sinus, northvest end ot V&-e Cimmerium (230°,- 15°) 

7. Syrtis 1-fajor. north tip (290~+ 2~) 

8. Fortus Sigaeus, at the northern side of Sinus Sabaeus (JJ0°,- 5c) 
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The easiest stations are Nos. 1, 2, 4, and 7; the other ones are less con
trasty or less sharply determined in longitude. The above list is taken from 
a recent comnunication of Dr. de Vaucouleurs ("Journal of the Astr. Soc. of 
Victoria", }lelbourne, April, 1954), except that Syrtis l>'.inor, 1Nhich was very 
,unremarkable during the 1954 apparition,has been replaced ~ two other stations. 

The observations should be done using a clock checked against time signals. 
l'emarks on seeing, size of telescopes, eyepiece, etc. are useful for judging the 
reliability of the times. 

But hm1 to determine the central meridian? This may be done ~ estimating 
the line bisecting the area of the disk and the polar caps. This method must 
make allowance for the eccentricity of the caps. Another method is as follows: 
In a fixed telescope, the planet gives the E.-W. direction ~ i-ts motion. The 
perpendicular line is N.-S. (the earth meridian at the position of Mars); and 
the position angle of the rotational axis of Mars (which equals the direction of 
hiD central meridian), reckoned from north towards east, may be taken from the 
"American Ephemeris". This method is mo~ ,difficult, for it needs some experi
ence in estimating angles; but if the observer is fairly sure about that, then, 
as a byproduct, recordings of the eccentricity of the polar caps may be gained. 
When the phase angle (the defect of ill1llllination) of Mars is large, the differ
ence between the center of the illuminated disk and the true central meridian 
has to be applied as a correction. The difference of brightness, however, 
between the illuminated limb and the dimmed light of the terminator side may 
cause physiological errors in the estimation of the central line. The transit 
observations therefore are mainly important during the time of small phase angle, 
say 12 days before al)d 12 days after oppositiqn. The first trials, however, may 
be started earlier so that observers are well-prepared for the days of the much 
promising 1956 apparition. 

~' ~-REFOR!' ~ ;!., fm Z, 

~ D. P. Avigliano 

This report continues with l<f.ars as seen by our observers during the period of 
October 1953 to June 17, 1954. · The observers contributing to this first report 
were listed at the beginning of Part 1. Since the first part of this report 
appeared, drawings and reports have been received from the following additional 
observers: 

MI.-. F. M. Bateson 8-inch refr. Rarotonga, Cook Islands 
Mr. E. E. Hare 12-inch refl. Owensboro, Ky. 
MI.-. F. Salomon S-inch refl. Haifa, Israel 
MI.-. c. J. Smith 6 and 20-inch Oakland, California. 

refr~ 
MI.-. c. w. Tombaugh 24-inch refr.** Flagstaff, Ariz. 

*20-inch refractor of the Chabot Observatory. 
**24-inch refractor of the Lowell Observatory. 

All dates and times in this report are in U.T, 

The South Polar Cap. Very poor views of Mars obtained before April, 1954 
show the S. polar area as lighter in tint than the orange desert areas. The 
first good vie\B of this area were obtained in the first part of April 1954. 
On April 2 Capen shows the s. polar cap as having a definite outline and on 
April 4 he shows the S. cap bright but with .!!!definite outline. During the 
remainder of April the observers show the polar area as generally white and 
with some\~hat indefinite outline. On a few occasions during April the cap 
became brighter and :n:ore sharply defined as if the clouds or haze over this area 
had possibly lifted someWhat. On other occasions in April the cap was shown as 
having a yellowish-white tint. 

During lfay the observers show the S. cap as lighter and generally brighter 
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than in April, listing it as more white in tint. On !-lay 5 Avigliano shows it 
as bright white but on the following night he detected a slight yellowish tinge. 
On }lay 20 Capen shows the cap as large and 'With definite outline and on }~ 24 
Cragg lists the s. Cap as bright white. 

What is probably one of the finest sets of drawings ever made showing the 
transitory nature of the clouds over this polar area during the S. handJ!phere 
mid-winter to late 'Winter (L.s. 13CJO. 5 to l'l'fJ. 5) is that shovn in Fi~ S. 

Figure S. 

The south polar cap of }Iars from 
the south hemisphere mid-winter 
to late 'Winter. From the 'ruu 
disc drawings of Tsuneo Saheki. 
A-April 2, 1954, B-.April 14, 1954, 
C-April 23, 1954, D-April 30, 1954, 
E-~ 17, 1954, F-May 22, 1954, 
G-June 4, 1954, H-June 12, 1954. 
The disc size of }Iars during tbie 
period varied from 10".0 to 20".5. 
See text. 

This set vas taken from the f'ull disc drawings of T. Saheki and it shows in 
detail the rapid:cy changing clcnn forms over the s. polar area. On June 12 
and dates thereafter Saheki shows the no:nnal appearance of a well developed 
polar cap. On most of the dates in Fig. S Beheld shows the area as a bright 
white. Note especial:cy the mottled appearance of the cap area on May 17 (E
F:I.g. S). 

In June (up to the 17th) the s. dap vas seen by our obsel'Ters as veil devel
oped in form and it vas usually listed as e;l.ther vhite, very white or bright 
vhite. 

In IIUIJIIllllry, the s. oap, when first seen veil, vas large and probably cloud 
covered most of the time. Nearing the end of the southern 'Winter the cap 
appeared to become more am more tree of heavy clouds or haze. 

The first appearance of the melt-band at the boundary of the s. polar cap vas 
reported by Cave, llbo wrote, •I first noted the very narrow but definite melt 
band around the s. polar cap on or very near June lOth. Almost at once rif~s 
vera visible after the melt band vas first sighted. n Cave shows knots or the 
beginning of rifts in the melt band on dravings of June 11, 15 and 17 (see Fig. 
1 in Part 1 of this report). Avigllano suspected tl!le ·band on June 8, 10 and 11 
and sav it on June 12. Bateson shoV!'J a very narrow band on June 11 and 13 
llbile on the 14th he shows a veil developed band. Westfall shows it on June 
13 and 17, Soler on the 15th, Tqmbaugh on the 16th and .Adams and Doucet on the 
17th. Saheki shows a faint knotted band on June 16th. Thus ve confirm the 
presence of the ..S.. melt band sll~tly before the Vernal Equinox of the l-iartian 
s. hemisphere. Though the melt band appeared before the S. Vernal Equinox 
there vas no definite lessening of size of the S. polar cap near the em of its 
vinter. 

The North Pola;r Cap. Fieure 9, also taken from the full disc drawings of 
Saheki, sho~·s undoubtedly the only set of observations me.de by any observer this 
apparition Bh~ the N. JX>lar cap from the N. hemisphere mid-apring to mid
summer (L.s. 57 .5 to 114 ) . At the start of these observations the disc of 
Mars vas less then 4 soc?nds of arc in diameter am the~~e drawings obtained by 
Saheld. are the result of his skill am long experience as an observer of }Iars. 
The diameter of the N. polar cap during its d'Windling over this period vas meas
ured by Saheld. as follows: 
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i'irst 10 days of Oct. 1953 

Second 10 days of Oct. 1953 

Last 10 days of Oct. 1953 

First 10 days of Nov. 1953 

last 10 days of Dec. 1953 

First 10 days of Jan. 1954 

First 10 days of Feb. 195~ 

I}iameter of N. oolar cap 

1745 kma. 

1572 kms. 

1545 kms. 

1465 kms. 

949 kms. 

5?0 kms. 

291 lane. 

Figure 9. 
The north polar cap of Mars from 
the north hemisphere mid-spring 
to mid-SUIDlller. From the i'ull 
disc drBJdAgs of Tsuneo Saheld.. 
~ct. 4, ,1953; B-Oct.l9, 1953, 
C-Oct. 29, 19531 D-Nov. 6, 1953, 
~ec. 2.3, 1953, F-Jan. ll, 1954, 
G-Jan. 25, 1954, H-Feb. 8, 1954. 
The disc size of Mars during this 
period varied from 3• .8 to 6• .5. 
See text. 

Note the very dark fringe around the cap on Oct. 4 (J..Fig.9) and Oct. 19 (B-Fig 
~). On Oct. 29 (C-ng. 9 , t.B. 680 .5) Saheld. noted the disappearance of 
this fringe and it was not again seea. In color Saheld. noted the fringe as, 
usually, blackish and on one occasion (Oct: 4, 1953) dark bluish-green. On 
the drawing of Feb. 8 (H-Fig. 9) note the :xm-'liley remnant of the N. polar 
cap in N. mid-surmner (L.s. 114°) and the light haze area surrounding it. 

The first record ve have of any ofthe othar observers seeing the N. cap is 
on April 2 when i t was seen clearly by Capen as small and free of any haze. 
Capen also sav the N. cap very sma.lJI: but bright on April 4 (see Fig. 2 in the 
first part of this report). On April 8 Avigliano sav the N. polar area as a 
dull white. 

In May the N. poler erea was uSUill.zy reported as hazy vhi te, vhi tish or 
yellov-\lhite. The tiny polar cap was seen shining through arctic haze (not 
clouds) on May 20 by Capen. Cragg, from observations made on the 24th and 25-
th of May, believed the lighter areas- he saw in the N. to be due to cloud action. 

On June 3 Avigliano saw the N. cap very emall and bright apparently shining 
through a light polar haze (see Fig. 4 in Part 1 of this report). On June 
10 (C.M .. 18°) Dove reported a small vhite spot (cloud cap?) and a larger gMT
ish area in t he N. polar region vhile on the same date Avigliano records the 
area as yellowish {C.M .. 62°). On most of the dates in June (up to the 17th) 
the N. polar area was recorded by our observers as vhite, faintish vhite or 
dull white. 

Thus we note the diminishing of the N. polar cap to the very small remnant 
that was seen comparatively few times during March to June by our observers. 
The observations indicated growing haze and clouds over this area as the start 
of N. Autumn (L.s. 180°) was approached. 
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The majority of the information on the polar C!aps in this report has been 
supplied by the following observers: Bateson, Capen, Cave, Cragg, Dove, Hake, 

:Suler, Tombaugh, Westfe.ll,and Avigliano. We are especially indebted to 
saheki for his most unusual and excellent wrk done on these areas. 

Cl.Ollds, Obscurations IDl£ Light Areas. A large amount of material has been 
received on cloud areas. Due to space limitations only the clouds thai<_ ware 
observed on more than one occasion or by more than one observer are list¥1 
here. A few exceptions have been made when a cloud of unusual interest was 
seen on one occasion only. The list is arranged in order of date. The 
observer's name is given in parentheses after each description. The dates 
covered by this list are from April 2 to June 17. (w-white, y-yellow, bt. -
bright, btr.-brighter, cld.-cloud, term.-terminator). 

April 2, w area in Candor bordering the Ganges (Capen). 

April 2, large w area with diffuse edges over Noachis (Capen). 

April 3, w area in Candor (Capen). 

April 4, w area in Candor (Capen). 

J.prll 4, w area over Noachis (Capen). 

April 4, a very small, almost star-like v-grey projection beyond the term. 
and <letached from it. Seen at 12:56 U.T. It appeared to be 
over the Deucalionis Regio region. It disappeared at·1J:20 U.T. 
(Capen and Tombaugh). 

April 7, v area (frost or haze) was seen in Chryse (Tombaugh). 

April 7, Noachis region w but not as bt. as in previous observations (Capen). 

April 8, possible frost in Isidis Regio region (near term~) (Tombaugh). 

April 23, Noachis region lighter y~ (Saheki). 

April 30, y term. bulge over the general Zepbyria-J.eolis regions (Saheki). 

During the first few days of 'pril Tombaugh reports the Noacbis and Argyre 
:t regions as v. Noacnis was seen btr. than the s. polar cap up 
until April 7 when the reverse then became the case (Tombaugh). 

May 2, large yoJW term. area over Chryse at 10:00 U.T. It appeared to 
project (Avigliano). 

May 5, an unusual whitish equatorial band extended entirely across the disc. 
Nearly the whole Chryse region was ldrl.tish. The band then narrow
ed passing between A'llt"orae Sinus and Lunae Lacus, wiping out the 
Juventae Fons and part of the Ganges. It deviated N. to bypass 
the Coprates triangle, then back to the equator again to the morn
ing limb of thA planet. This whitish band continued to be seen 
through May 7 (Tombaugh). 

May 5, term. swell over Chryse area at 10:00 U.T. (Avigliano). 

May 24, bt. limb cld. or frost in the general area of Isidis Regio-Neith 
Regio at 07:40 U.T. (Cragg). 

May 24, bt. limb cld. or frost in the Isidis Regio-Neith Regio regions at 
08:40 U.T. (Avigliano). 

May 25, the Isidis Regio-Neith Regio cld. or frost (roJW) was recorded as 
btr. and lighter than on May 24 ( 07:45 U. T. ) (Avigliano) • 

May 25, the Isidis Regio-Neith Regio cld. or frost seen very prominent at 
08:40 U.T. (Cragg). 
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May 31, bt. term. cld. over Ulysses-Gigas junction at 09:10 U.T. (Cragg). 

Dur:i.ng April and May Tombaugh reports considerable haze activity over 
the Chryse and Tempe regions. 

June 2, at OS:l5 U.T. a large w. cld. in the general area of the canal 
Ulysses. At 10150 U.T. the area. appeared farther s. and as a 
smaller oval cld. with well-dlfined edges nov over the Phoenicia 
Lacus area (Avigliano). 

June 2, Clouds in Ulysses- area (Capen). 

June 3, bt. w clds in Ulysses area near the term. from OSI15 to 11130 
U.T. See Fig. 4 and accompanying text in the 1st part of this 
report for details of these clouds (.lvigliano). 

June 3, Clouds in Ulysses area (Capen). 

June 4, Term. cld. area in Ganges region at 08130 U.T. It appeared to 
project (Avigliano). 

June 5, Term. cld. in the S. portion of Chryse, slightly larger and more 
diffuse than the June 4 Ganges cld. (.lvigliano) • 

June 6, Prominent term. cld. in Chryse region at 07100 U.T. (.lvigliano). 

June 7, greyish-w term. area in the Indus cans1 and Chryse regions at 
07:00 (Dove). 

June 8, dull w term. cld. in the Chryse region at 07:15 U.T. It appeared 
to project at 07145. At 09120 this cld. had become btr. and was 
seen also to cover the general area of the Ganges canal (Avigliano). 

June lO~the w area covering the Ophir-Candor regions was seen to consist 
of a w frost cr snow area surrounded by a duller greyish-w haze 
(Capen). 

June 12, w term. cld. over Tharsis at 13120 U.T.; at 14115 this cld.appear
ed to project from the term. At 15150 the Tharsis patch (very bt. 
w) appeared more N. than before. This patch could still be seen 
(though smaller) at 16145 (Saheki). 

June 13, a very w oval limb area over the Niliacus Lacus -J.!are .lcidslium 
regions. J.t 03150 U.T. :it was easily visible, at 04:00 visible, 
at 04110 difficult and at 04115 only a possible trace of it could 
be seen (Hake). 

June 15, very bt. w term. patch over Candor area at 13125 U.T. J.t 14105 
this w area extended into the N.W. portion of Thaumasia and it 
bulged slightly from the term. At 14150 this area was a bt. w 
and extended some\lhat over Tharsis (Saheki). 

June 16, bt. ·W term. area over Candor and part of Tharsis at 13130 U.T. 
This frost or cld. area was still bt. at 14120 (Saheld). 

In the last part or May and the firs-t part of June Capen reports the 
Ascraeus Lacus area as "covered over with the most remarkable 
equatorial cloud band"; to Avigliano much of the detail in this 
general area during these dates appeared abnormally faint, some 
of it being completely obscured. 

Canals. As soon as the first good views of l·!ars were obtained certain of 
the canals were apparent. As the disc grew larger they were more easily seen, 
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some of them as quite prominent band-like markings and others as quite narl'O'W' 
lines. In the following lists of canals observed from December 18, 1953 to 
June 17, 1954 the canal is listed first; the figures in parentheses follo'ldng 
each canal.give the approximate meridian of longitude at which the center of 
the canal may be found; and finally, in some cases, brief comments ha~ been 
added. Canal and oasis llllllles used in this report are as shown on the 1~54 
A.L.P.O. map of Mars (this map uses primarily the nomenclatures of Lovell and 
Antoniadi) • 

.Confirmed canals. In this section are listed only the canals that were 
independently seen in accurate positions qy at least two (usually more) obser
vers. 

Acheron (130°). 

Jdamas (245°). Seen ey Capen as a filled-in double. 

Agathodaemon (7~). Veil seen by lllllD;P' observers. 

A!abrosia (90°). 

Jmenthes (25€f) • 

Astaboraa (29~). 

Baetis (65°). 

Bat~ (105°). 

Cerberus I (210°). In combination with the Trivium Charontis one of 
the darkest areas on Mars. Well seen ey m8ny obser-' 
vers. 

Cerberus II (230°). 

~ius (265°) • Well developed area. 

Chrysas (?Oo). 

Qnoysorrhoas (75°) • 

Coprates (85°). 

Chaos (210°). 

Corax (80°). Seen fainter and narrower in May than in June qy Capen. 

Djihoun (360°). 

Daemon (100 °) • 

Deuteronilus (355°). Well seen ey many observers. 

Eosphoros (100°). 

Erebus (180°). 

Eumenides {D~) • 

Euonostos I (230°). 

Eunostos II {245°). 

Euphrates (335°). Seen double ey Tombaugh on one occasion. 
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CiallgtlS (6;0 ). W<!lll seen ':::1 :iln.t::J' r·hJ\"':.•·,.,3ra. Appeared double to Avigliano 
on t:11o oecas:!c;ns. Dcur.:,0 to Sllh.eki on several occas:i.ons. 
At c•erte.in angJ.es of fo:resho1·terd.ng ·!;he double appearance of 
tb!Ls eanal mighto ll!l ascribed. to a poe,l:i.ble viev of the t1.10 
OOJWS~ Dodon and f'<ll.nges 1, but, on cv~casions. with the Ganges 
near the c.Ii. an appearance of the Ganges as a fairly wide 
pllinJ.lel double 'II!1S seen. Also appear&li as a pareJ.lel 
double ·to Cave on one occasion. 

Geholt (10°). Seen by a number of observers. Shown double by Capen on 
three occasions; on one occasion by 'l'ombaugh and on one 
occasion by Saheki. • 

~es (225°). 

Hades (190°). Well seen. 

Hiddekel ~SO). Shown by JilcClelland as a probable double on one occasion. 

Hyblaeus (23o0). 

aydraotes (35°). 

Indus {20°). Well seen. 

JIIIIIUDa (4SC). 

Laestrygon (200°). 

Nectar (7~). Well seen by many observers. 

Nilokeras I (55°). Well seen by macy observers. A wider canal converg
ing toward the LUD&e Lacus. 

NUokeras II (50°}. The area between the Nilokeras I and II was seen as 
shaded. Saheki showed this vide set of canals as 
early as December 23, 1953 with the Martian disc at 
only 4•.9 I 

Nilosyrtis (280°). Seen by maey observers. 

Orcus (170°). Seen double by Capen. 

Oxus (15°). 

Phison (320°) • Seen double by Tombaugh on one occas:l on. 

Protonilus (315°). Well seen. 

P,yriphlegethon (140°) • 

styx (2000). Well seen. Shown as a converging double on two occasions 
by Cragg. 

Tartarus (185°) • 

Thotb-Nepenthes (260°). Very well seen by many observers. Well devel
oped. Presented a double appearance to Cave on 
one occasion. 

Titan (170°). 

Tithonius (90°). Well seen b;r lll8liY observers. 
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Uranius css<>). Seen with double appearance on one occasion by' 
A'rlgliano. 

Jl.1 cases of doubtf'ul canal observations have been omitted from the above list. 

Probable aareJe. In this list are the canals that were each well seen by' one 
ot the more experienced obsel'VEil"s and were more ~ indicated on independently 
made drawings of at least two other obsel'V8l"So 

.ll.GJOD!us (250°) • 

.lraxes (120°) • 

Callirrhce (360°). 
0 

Cyclops (225 ) • 

Dargamanes (50 °). 

Dc:lsaron (300°). 

Gorgon (1400). 

Jar (23S0). 

Pier:l.us (305°) • 

Phasis (110°). 

Pbryxas <SOC>. 
0 

Sirenius (125 ) • 

As some ot the obsel'VEil"s tend to draw the more ditf'iault canals quite Dal'rOil 

and other observers show them as wider markings oncy the most general remarks 
regarding their appearances have been given hare. Terrestrial seeing conditions 
a:nii/or Martian base or clollds over the canal areas infiuence greatly the telescop
ic appearance ot canals. A number ot observers see canals to be ot varying widths 
at the same observation. A special report on the canals and their varying a~ 
ances vill appear at a later date. Ot the observers with '9817 small apertures, 
Vesttal1, with a 4-inch retractor, was able to detect a gotlld n'ID.ber ot the more 
prominent canals. 

Q.yg,. These objects, especially the ama.J.J.er ot th-., are generally more 
dif'ficul.t to observe than are f30lll8 ot the canals. However, a pleasing nmnber ot 
drawings and reports have been received confirming a number of the oases at these 
earlier dates. 

Confirmed .!2!BI• The oases listed below were independently seen in accurate 
positions b,y at least two (usu.ally' more) observers. The longitudes are giftn as 
a general aid in identifying these features on a map and thus are ollly approximate. 

Asaraeus Lacus (100°). 

Coloe Pal us (29,0). 

Craneum (55°). 

Bapelaeus (180 °). 

Illlllen.ius Lacus (33s<>). Vall seen. Sh01111 with two centers b,y Tombaugh 
on one occasion and by' Caft on one occasion. 

Juventae Fans (6~). Rather dark 'When vall seen. Seen as early as December 
22, 1953 b,y Saheki with the Martian disc at oncy 4•.9. 
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Lunas Lacus (65°). Seen as prominent by many observers. 

Maeisia Silva (S0°). 

Messeis Fons (85°). Divided into Hebes Lacus and Echus Lacus by Ss.held 
on two occasions. 

Morpheos Lacus (225°). 

Niliacus Lacus (30°). Well seen by ltlany observers. With two centers 
as seen by Tombaugh on one occasion and by Capen 
on one occasion. 

Nodus Gordii (1.40°). 

Oxia Palus (15°). Well seen. 

Pambotis tacus (220°). 

0 
Phoenicia Lacus (llO ) • 

0 
Propontis I (175 ). Reported by Capen as verr dark green in color. 

Siloe Fona (10°). 

'l'ithoniua tacus (95°). 

Tri'Yi'lllll CbarOJltis (200°). In combination with the Cerberus I one of the 
darkest areas on Mars. Well seen by many 
observers. 

'l'he Nodus Alc;ronius-Nubis Lacus developnent (Nodus La.Oooontis) was seen 
as a large area during these earlier dates by :ma.ny observers1_ some 
with instruments as small aa 4 inches in aperture (250°). More about 
this most UDasual development will fellow in a later report. 

Probable ~· These oases vere vell seen by one of the more experienced 
observers and vere more vaguely indicated on independentl.7 made drmd.ngs of at 
least tvo other observers. 

Jrsia Silva (ll5°). 

Biblis Fons (125°). 

0 
Sithonius Lacus (235 ). 

Photographs. ~le T. Johnson has sent in good photographic prints of Mars 
that he took with his 10-inch refiector on the dates of May 23 and Jlme 13. 0 
Some of the ~a obtainecl on June 13 show very good detail (C.M. 12°.5 to 14 ) • 
Details of materials etc. that he usea will appeer, most probably, in Report 
Number 2, which will cover Mara at the dates near opposition. 

A map of Mars showing the individually confirmed features seen by members of 
the A.L.P.O. is now available. It is a large chart (approx. 10• x 1?-) that 
shovs nearly 300 named features. The current A.L.P .0. Mars Reports will be 
based on the nomenclature used in this map; and as the map shows the areas 
that have recently undergone considerable changet. it will be valuable to students 
for vork in 1956. The map can be obtained for :tJ..OO postpaid from: 
D.P. Avigliano, 67$ V. Manzanita Ave., Sierra Madre, California. 
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by Robert G. Brookes 

This is the last Interim Report for the 1953-54 apparition of Jupiten. 
We plan to publish in the next issue of ~ strolling Astronomer all the 
numerical data that is on hand and to give a S1liiilll!l.ry of the work done by 
the contributing observers. If any observer has material on hand that he 
has not already sent to the Jupiter Recorder, he is urged to do so at his 
early convenience. 

Observers 

During the period }larch 1, 1954 to May 2S, 1954 reports were received 
from the following observerst 

Name Telescope ~ 

Leonard B. Abbey, Jr. 6-inch ren. Decatur, Georgia 

R. M. Adams 4 1/3-inch refr. Neosho, J.lissouri 
10-inch ren. 

Ho1>lB.rd G. Allen 6-inch ran. Coatesville, Pa. 

D.P. Avigliano 6-inch, 8-inch Sierra Nadre, California 
and 12.5-inch. rena. 

Richard M. Baum 9-inch ren. Boughton, Chester, England 

Phillip w. Budine 3.5-inch refl. Walton, N.Y. 

Helene Galamaras 6-inch refl. Woodside, N.Y. 

Charles Cuevas 6-inch ren. Long Island City, N.Y. 

Charles M. Cyrus 10-inch ran. Baltimore, M:l.. 

Eugene Epstein 10-inch ren. Hollywood, California 

Edwin J. Gilmore, Jr., 6-inch refl. Allentown, Pa. 

cyle T. Johnson 10-inch refl. I.a Plata, M:l.. 

Alan P. Lanham 'Jt-inch refr. S"Windon, Wilts.,England 
6-inch & 9-inch 

refls. 

Eugene A. Lizotte 6-inch refl. Long Island City, N.Y. 

Toshihiko Osawa 6-inch refl. Osaka, Japan 

Edgar H. Paul ton 6-inch refl. Ne~1 York, N.Y. 

OWen C. Ranck 4-inch refr. l•'ilton, Pa. 

E.F. l-Tallner, Jr., 6-inch refl. Bethpage, N.Y. 

John E. Westfall 4-inch refr. Oakland, California 

Brief Description 

The Planet. Jupiter displayed very little change during the period covered 
by this report. The colors, conspicuousnesses and intensities of the be±ts 
and zones have shm1ed no marked change since the last report was written. 
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Owen c. Ranck -saw the E.B. as late as Apr il 13 , 1954; also, he has shown 
the N.E.B, as being triple on a number of occasions. D.P. Avigliano has mane 
periodical color checks with a set of matched color filters. He writes " ... 
during 1954 (to t-!arch 20) the colors of the main belts of Jupiter were gener
ally found to be an orange-red with possible traces of red-purple. The N.E.B. 
was· generally darker toned than the S.E.B. These filter observations, thus, 
compare well with those made without filters." Mr. Avigliano usually used a 
12.5-inch ~ecting t elescope in his filter studies. The Red Spot area still 
has the aspect of the Hollow, The R.S.H. is not very conspicuous and only 
three or four observers have recorded it with any regularity. Alan P. Lenham 
writes that observers in England have been unable to see any sign of the R.S.H. 
this apparition. 

The Se.tellites. We propose to give here a report of the general appearance 
of the Galilean Satellites during the past apparition based on a very limited 
nlllllber of observations. There arc at hand drawings received from: 
Richard H. Baum, Thomas A. Cragg, Alan P. Lenhem and OWen c. Ranck. D. P. 
Avigliano, also, re a number of Satellite observations which he reported in 
his recent paper. On August 30, 1953, 10:40 U.T. Mr. Cragg observed JIII 
(Ganymede) (Fi~nU"e 10). He notes that the drawing is very similar to other 

Figure 10. Jupiter III. 
Thomas A. Cragg. 
August 30, 1953. 10 hrs., 40 mins., U.T. 
12-inch renectar. 168X, 336X. 
Seeing poor to fair. Thin to very heavy fog. 

drawings made in recent years. This drawing shows both polar caps and a dark 
equatorial belt. Again on October 20, 1953, using the 6o-inch Mt. Wilson re
nectar, Mr,~ Cragg observed JIII and saw the polar caps and the equatorial belt; 
no finer deta'il was recorded. He remarks, "... a line parallel to the a~t 
equator of JIII is inclined to the equator of Jupiter by something near 15 , " 
On November 4, 1953, 21:10 U.T., Lenhem observed JIII. This observation show
ed a · bright southern polar region and a fairly bright northern polar region and 
limb. There was a dark 'triangular-shaped central marking on the disc; the base 
of the triangle was on the south side. On January 4, 1954,22:40 to 22:50 U.T., 
Mr. Baum made drawings of all four of Jupiter's primary satellites (Figure ll). 

Ill IV I 

Figure ll. The Four Large Moons of Jupiter. 
R. N. Baum.. 
January 4, 1954. 22 hrs., 45 mine., U.T. 
9-inch reflector. 240X. 
Seeing rather poor. 

II 

He recorded JIII as having a very bright southern polar cap and Hhat appeared 
to be an equatorial belt. He recorded the color of JIII as being a golden
yellow. JIV (Callisto) displayed a central dark spot of a diffuse nature 
possibly extended toward the southeast side of the disc. The markings seen 
on JI (Io) and JII (Europa) were not nearly so sharply defined as those seen 
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pn the other tYo satellites. It might be noted that JI and JII were ellip
tical in shape. On January 24, 1954, 17:20 U.T.,Alan P. Lanham made a 
praYing of Jill (Figure 12). This drawing shoYs the darker equatorial mark
a.ng Yith an extension to the northwest and the southern polar cap was bright. 

Figure 12. Jupiter III. 
Alan P. Lanham. 
January 24, 1954. 17 hrs.,20 mine., U.T. 
9-inch reflector. 265X. 

From }!arch 11 to April 14, 1954 CYan c. Ra!!ck made six draY!ngs of Jill and 
four drawings of JIV. On every draY!ng he shoYed Jill as having a bright 
equatorial ;x:-egion and shaded polar regions; also, he showed a dark spot on 
five of the JIII3drawings that corresponds very closely to feature 4 on Hr. 
Avigliano 's map. He shOYed JIV as l).a.ving a shaded limb and bright interior 
on all his drawings of that satellite. Figure 13 shOYs the We satellites 
as Mr. Ranck usually saw them. 

Figure 13. Jupiter III and 
Jupiter IV. 

OYen C. Ranck. 
March 19, 1954. 0 hrs., -2 mins., U.T. 
4-inch refractor. 240X.· 
Seeing good. Sky clear. 

Observations 'and Comments 

An excellent series of photographs has been received from Mr. Lyle T. 
Johnson. During ten nights of observing, from August 1953 to February 1954, 
Mr. Johnson secured 13 sets of photographs consisting of 80 separate images 
of the Giant Planet. Fine detail was visible on a number of these photographs. 
From these photographs we have been able to secure measurements of the lati
tudes of samo of Jupiter's belts. These measurements will be published at 
a later date. Mr. Johnson uses a 10-inch modified Gregorian reflecting tele
scope with a focal length of 180 inches. Some of his photographs were made 
at the f: 18 focus and some were made using a Gramatzk.i BarleY lens which 
gives an equivaleill; focal len~ of about 500 to 530 inches. He used Micro
rue, Plus X and Super Tomic film exposed for periods of from t (?) to 2 
seconds. 

Th.§. ~ m Visibility of~ Satellites. A discussion of the naked 
eye visibility of Jupiter's four primary satellites occ~ed at the February 
24, 1954 meeting of the Ib:itish Astronomical Association. We will give 
here a summary of that discussion. Mr. P. M. ~es brought the subject up, 
while giving his monthly report on forthcoming astronomical events, when he 
stated: "There is a lady, Mrs. Janet Hitchman, who can see the four satel
lites with the nakedeye." Mr. H. Wildey qualified the above s t atement: 
according to the account in his morning paper, the lady on]y saw two of the 
satellites. "The other six were invisible as they were at that time behind 
the planet !" This statement was greeted with laughter. Hr. P. A. Moore 
remarked that of the two neYspapers he saw, one reported the lady as seeing 
four satellites while the other reported she only saw two of the satellites. 
/rhe lady's reliability as an observer might be questioned; hPYever, there 
is the possibility that she saw the satellites as one when two or more were 
favorably grouped on. one side of Jupiter-Recorder.) The discussion continued 
with the following remarks: Ya-. H. Thomson reported that in a recent letter 
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in t'll.e DailY Herald, Hr. w. c. I<'u.:r.·:L:L, F .R.A.S., wrote that he could occasion
ally see two of Jupiter's satellites (as one?) with the nal{ed eye. Mrs. V. 
Reade said that her grandfather told her ffltheT that he had seen the satellites 
with his naked eye by occulting Jupiter behind a "chimney pot". Dr. W. H. 
Steavenson remarked that he believed it was on record that some practiced 
observers had seen two of the satellites as. one object when they were close 
together. Hr. G. F. Kellaway reported seeing all four of the primary satel ... 
lites with his naked eye; however, they only appeared as a dim "star" to the 
naked eye but upon EIX8IIlining"the star• with binoculars its true nature was 
revealed , a loose ~ouping of the four primary satellites. Mr. Ryves quoted 
a cas'e by Chambers (see below) where someone r!)ported a "small star• near 
Jupiter; and when a telescope was directed toward Jupiter, the •small star" 
was resolved into the four primary satellites grouped together. Mr. E. H. 
Noon quoted the case of an .&i'rican who had wonderful eyesight. "He went to 
his settler employer and said: •Master, _you see that brilliant star; he 
swallowed two little stars, but it is all right -he just spat them up again••. 

Recently }lr. Leonard B. Abbey, Jr. sent some material from an old astronOIIIJ' 
book by Chambers5 that dealt with the naked eye visibility of the primary 
satellites of Jupiter. One case that ~rs reported is probably the same 
as }lr. Ryves quoted above. The observer was Mr. c. Mason, the tillle April 15, 
1863. Mr. Mason made a eystematic attempt to determine whether the satellites 
are visible to the naked eye. On the above date after a close watch on Jupiter 
he saw what appeared to be a •little star• close to Jupiter, and upon directing 
his telescope on Jupiter he found the "little star• to be all four of the 
satellites grouped on the same side of the planet. Chambers also reported in 
the same book: "Vrangel, the celebrated Rusldan traveller, states that when 
in Siberia he once met a hunter who said, pointing to Jupiter, 'I have just seen 
that larger star swallow a small one, and vomi,t it shortly afterwards' (an occul
tation of III).• 

Perhaps some of our readers would be interested in trying their eye on naked 
eye observations of the four primary Jovian satellites. Their best chance of 
seeing them will be when Jupiter is well up in the sky on moonless nights when 
the seeing and transparency are excellent. The observer should make his obser
vation without knowledge of the satellites' configuration, so do not consult 
the Ephemeris until after the observation has been made. It anything is seen 
that resembles a dim star close to Jupiter, check it with a telescope or bino
culars to determine its true nature. It at ·all possible, have someone confirm 
your observation. 

We will be interested in receiving reports of all such observations, eithar 
positive or negative. 

Transit Observations 

Transit observations were sadly neglected during this apparition. All 
together we have less than 500 transits recorded for the 1953-54 Jovian appari
tion, where 2000 is regarded by the authorities as being the min:imum nUillber 
of transits necessary to get a complete picture of the rotation of the various 
currents in Jupiter's atmosphere. 

Transit observations are probably the most important Jovian observation 
open to the amateur observer; they are absolutely essential in the computation 
of rotation periods. ~ making such observations and sending them to the 
Jupiter Reccrder, so that they can be tabulated, the observer will be contribu
ting directly to the store of knowledge that is being accUillulated about the 
Giant Planet's atmosphere. 

Transit observations are very easily made. They consist of recording to 
the nearest minute the time when a spot or marking is on Jupiter's central 
meridian. The watch or clock used shouldn't gain or lose more than one minute 
during the period of the observation. A good idea for those who have a short 
wave radio is to set their watch by WV time signals before each observing 
perio€.. ~IV time signals are broadcast continuously over wave lengths of 2.5, 
5, and 15 megacycles. The description and location of the marking should also 
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be given. The longitude of the spot or marking can be determined by the pre
cepts set forth in the article, "For the Beginner: The Computing of Central 
Heridian11 , published in the July 1953 issue of The StroUing Astro~. If 
the observer is unable to reduce his o"- -- " -~ • ., oo J.ongitudes, he should 
send the times of his transits to the Recorder, who will then do the reduction. 
However, the observer is urged,when at all possible, to reduce his mm,obser
vations. 

Please include transit observations in your observing program for the current 
1954-55 Jovian apparition. 
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OBSERVATIONS AND CXJMMENTS 

Linne. The small and difficult craterlet inside the white area has recently 
been observed weli by D. P. Avigliano (Figure 14) and Thomas Cragg.. Mr. 
Avigliano says of his observation: "The craterlet was seen easily·and for 

Figure 14. Linne. 
D.P. Avigliano. 
12-inch Zeiss refractor, 
300X. (Griffith Observatory) • 
Wratten No. 15 (yellow) 
Filter employed. 
August 17, 1954. 6 hrs.,30 min! 
Colong. 129°.0. 

seconds at a time. It held a thin black crescent shadow. fhis is t he earliest 
evening illumination that I have ever seen the craterlet shadowed. The appear
ance of the craterlet was similar to other larger craters in the general area; 
at this lighting it appeared as a miniature rimed and floored crater. The 
general appearance and position of the craterlet, its size and the shadow it held 
were confirmed with certainty by Thomas A. Cragg who was also observing. The 
position of the craterlet at this observation was definitely to the N.W. of the 
center of the white spot, more to theW. than to theN. The craterlet 1s rim was 
bright. The Wratten N~l5 (yellow) filter improved the clarity of the finer 
details." We remark in passing that many lunar observers find a yellow filter 
or a neutral-tinted filter very helpful because it reduces the glare of the moon. 
Hr. Cragg's observation was with a 12-inch reflector at 420X on September 5, 1954 
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at 3 hrs., 15 mins., U.T., the coloncitude being 359° .6. Thus only a day from 
the sunrise terminator, the Linn~ crater was almost full of shade;; and had a 
diameter' mor e than half that of the surrounding diffuse white area. Cragg re
marked that the c:rater had a very obvious lip-like rim and a deep, concave bottom. 
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J col-;:1""3'-~ 
Picco1omini. '9.53 Set. 2', :t.3~40.Y :~.,f!': o.G. "'400. 
(Canol>~ Oloservatory) Patti Moore, F.R.A-S. 

Piccolomini and Large Telescopes. Figure 15 shows the appearance of the 
walled plain Piccolomini to an experienced lunar observer e nploying a large 
telescope. During the last fe1-1 years Dr. H.P. \-lilkins and llr. Patrick Noore 
have h.!!d occasional access to the l•!eudon Observatory 33-inch refractor and to 
the Cambridge Observatory 25-inch refractor and 30-inch reflector. They have 
been more than pleased with the lunar scenes revealed by these giant· telescopes; 
they have in fact discovered hundreds of previously unmapped craterlets, hills, 
clefts, etc. quite beyond the grasp of ordinary-sized telescopes. They emphasize 
that these large telescopes perfonned so superbly even uhen conditions \Jere only 
moderately favorable, A number of the dra'Wings made by Wilkins and »:lore uith 
the :'eudon 33-inch appear in Dr. Wilkins' Our Moon, which ~ras reviewed in the 
}mrch-April 1954 issue of this periodical. Would it not be most excellent if 
at least one American observatory could occasionally grant a fev hours of a large 
t elescope 1 s time to advanced amateurs for lunar and planetary ·1.1ork? vie realize, 
of COlll'se, that professional astronomers work on an exacting schedule and must use 
every hour of clear sky to best advantage. But might not a rare exception be made? 

Figure 15 shm~s Piccolomini under late afternoon lighting with shadow advancing 
c.o•,m the east inner vall. Its appearance her.e may be compared to its aspect on 
"3ec·s ion IX of the \iil:dns !nap. l:r. Hoore 1 s dra'Wing is somewh~t stylized; the 
o-rr>.l s ar e hillo.cks, and the ovals with dots in the center are crater-cones. 
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The fortunate possessors of large telescopes will surely enjoy trying to confirm 
the featUl'es shovn. We m:i.ght ~ note that this drawing shows nothing of a dark 
streak or cleft on the f.loor ·o£ Piccolomini~ a feat~e which received some atten
tion· in~ the press in 1954 as a supposedly new lunar object. 

Mersenius. To those persons who may not -be able to use a 25-inch telescope 
for their lunar looking, we suggest that FigUl'e 16 should be both an inspiration 

and an example. Me~senius is a walled 
plain on the east shore of the Hare 
Humorum and may be found on Section XX of 
the Wilkins map. The detail seen by Mr. 
Reese with only a 6-inch telescope is a 
great tribute to the excellence of his 
optics and to the skill:' which he has 
acquired through long years of active o~ 
serving. Hr. Reese says of this drawing: 
"On the floor were seen six craterlets, 
five hills, a curving whitish streak to 
the south, and a thread-like white streak 
west of center. The thread-like streak 
may be a cleft, however no shadow vas seen 
except for a small isolated patch on the 
soll'tbeas:t. side of the white streak. The 
east edge of the floor appeared very dark 
- almost black in two places". The 

"thread-like streak" .!!!!!:.! be identical with 
a cleft shown in approximately the same 
position on the Wilkins map. The extreme 
darkness of the east edge of the floor 
under morning lighting suggests that the 
floor of Mersenius is convex, a similar 
aspect being visible in many other lunar 
craters. 

An Occultation of!!: star £t Vesta. Mr. Chalmers Jtrers of Terminal Island, 
Calif. has reported an observation with his 10-inch reflector of the occultation 
of the star B.D.4rl90 945, of stellar magnitude 9.1, by the asteroid Vesta on 
December 22, 1954. The observers were Charles W. Dayton, John G. Dayton, Jr., 
John G. Dayton, Sr., Frank Daley and Chalmers Jtrers. At the request of Hr. 
Thomas Cragg, they attEillpted to de,term:ine how long the star vas hidden by the 
asteroid. First contact of the asteroid with the star vas observed to occur 
at 5 hrs., 57 mins., 30 sees., U.T.; Vesta "broke away" from the star at 6 hrs., 
0 mins., 40 sees., U.T. Imperfect seeing and dew forming on the flat hampered 
the observation. Noting that Vesta ·of approximate stellar magnitude 7.1 on 
December 22 was two magnitudes brighter than the star, the Editor Yould think 
that accurate times Yould have been difficult to estimate. If others observed 
this occultation, it will be interesting to compare their times with those of 
Mr. MYers and his associates. 

!!:!d, ~' ~ Cavelerius. These lunar objects have been observed by one 
of our never members, Mr. Jack Eastman of Manhattan Beach, Calif. His teles
cope is a 6-inch reflector, usually employed at 140X or 210X. On t he east 

· inner wall of Birt Hr·. Eastman has seen three dusky wall bands, hence one more 
than Hr . Hoore mentions in his ~ to the ¥10on. Birt is readily identified 
as a deep crater ll miles in diameter and just east of the famous Straight Wall. 
On December 9, 1954 at colongitude ~ .4 Mr. Eastman suspected tYo dark 1.1ands 

: on the southeast inner \Jall of Cavelerius, a ring-plain just north of the giant 
plain Revel on Section XIX of the Wilkins map. These lunar wall bands must 

_indeed be rather numerous. ~ vie\J of Plato under poor conditions on December 9, 
1954 showed nothing unexpecte~. This observer has found yelloY and green filters 
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helpful for reducing glare in his studies of t he moon. 

Figure 17. l'lal ter. 
Frank J. Kelly. 
June 10, 1954. 1 hr., 30 mins.,U.T. 
4-inch refractor. 150X. 
Seeing fairly ggod. Sky Olear. 
Colongitude 15 .6. 

llalter. There are, alas, lunarians who lack both 25-inch refractors and Mr. 
Reese's talent for observing and drawing. Therefore, we should like to pres
ent here as Figure 17 a drawing by Mr. Frank J. Kelly, a comparatively new 
lunar observer, with a 4-inch telescope. Walter is a giant walled enclosure 
on Section VIII of the Wilkins map. Mr. Kelly 'lll'ites: "It was my impression 
that the trio of large craters were part of a triangular shaped hill which 
was at its highest point at the corner which faced the center of the ringed 
plain". Our readers might check on this impression; it will be best to study 
Walter both under morning lighting (soon after First Quarter) and under evening 
lighting (soon before Last Quarter). Mr. Kelly's triangular hill is shown 
rather well on Section VIII of Goodacre's map of the moon. 

Aristarchus, Herodotus, !!!!!! Schroeter's Valley. Mr. Frank Suler of Richmgnd, 
Texas drew Herodotus and Schroeter's Valley on Julyl3, 1954 at colongitude 6o .2 
and drew Aristarchus and Herodotus on September ll, 1954 at 72° .8. He employed 
a 5-inch refiector at 210X. Neither- view showed h:!Jn the slightest sign of Dr. 
Bartlett's pseudo-peak in the center of Herodotus (refer to our July-August,~954 
issue). Detail in Aristarchus on September 11 included two dark bands on the 
east inner llall., a third band on the north inner wall, the central peak, a crater 
on the southeast rim, and a dusky border at the north edge of the floor. Mr. 
Suler draws the three dark bands mentioned to widen from the foot of ihe inner 
vall to the rim of Aristarchus. 

Hercules I!,. Such is the name of the largest crater on the fioor of the ring-
plain Hercules. We mentioned on page 43 of the March-April, 1954 Strolling 
Astronomer that o.c. Ranck once drew two white spots, perhaps peaks, within Hercules 
D. Attempting to0 confirm these markings Howard G. Allen drew D on July 17,1954 
at colongitude 11{) .2 and on July 18, 195! at 122°.4. He employed a 6-inch Cave 
refiector at 300X. Sunset shadow filled about one-fourth of Hercules D on July 
18. Mr. Wen was unable to confinn Mr. Banek's two white spots. He did dis
tinguish a brighter area near the west edge, and another near the south edge, of 
the rather gre:y crater; their topographical nature is uncertain. Peaks should 
have shown up well under the oblique solar lighting, but it will ~ worth¥1hile to 
keep on looking. In a drawing of Hercules on June 7, 1954 at 338 .8 with a 4-
inch Tinsley refractor Ranck shows D more than half full of shadow am \dthout 
interior detail. He also shows a diffuse white area near the center of Hercules, 
a feature absent from his previous drawings of it. 
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PRECISION ASTRONOMICAL 
INSTRUMENTS 

Refracting telescopes, optics or complete 
instruments including dual-speed motor 
drives, in sizes 4", 6", 8", and larger. 

- CUR SPECIALTY -

is "hard-to-get" items, such as: profes
sional-type Mountings, Position F i 1 a r 
Micrometers, Solar Diagonals, Turret 
Eyepiece Holders, Spectrographs, Pro
jecting Reticles for guide telescopes, and 
others. 

All Instruments Customed and 
Beautifully Finished 

CARROLL & BOHANNON 
3415 Santa Carlotta St. 

La Crescenta, California 

• SPECIAL OFFER of the H.P. Wil
kins map of the moon. An attractive 
booklet. Reduced size as published in 
The Strolling Astronomer. Handy for 
use at the telescope. 25 regular sections 
and several special sections. Price: 

Booklet and a 1-year subscription, 
new or renewal _ _ __ $5.00 

Booklet and a 2-year subscription, 
new or renewal_ _ __ $7.00 

Booklet alone _ _ $3.00 

Order from Editor, 1203 N. Alameda, 
Las Cruces, New Mexico 

~2828282828288228288~2·~~ 

rTEW: i\lOOHE, Patrick A., A Guide to 
:he Planets -------------------------- ___ $ 4.95 

\Yiikins, H. P., Our l\Ioon ________________ $ 2.75 

;\foore, P. A., A Guide to the .1\Ioon ______ $ 3.95 

E~ger's l\Iap r:f the 1\Ioml (in reprint) 
1\0RTON'S STAR-ATLAS and 

Reference-Handbook, latest edition 
1"54 - -------------------------------- _____ $ 5.25 

Dav:dson :M., Astronomy for 
Everyman ________________________________ $ 5.00 

BONNER DURCH~lUSTERCNG, new 
revised edition-Northern Parts, 40 
large maps and cataiogue ______________ $62.50 

Southern Parts, 24 maps and catalogue $38.50 
All domestic and foreign publicatio11s. 

Write for Ii'ree List. 

HERBERT A. LUFT 
42-10 82nd Street 

Elmhurst 73, N. Y .. 

' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
TELESCOPE MIRRORS 

* Finest quality Pyrex mirrors 6 to 16 
inch, aluminized and quartz over
coated. 

* Elliptical Pyrex diagonals 1 to 2 Y2 
inch. 

* Imperfect mirrors refigured. 

"Optical Specialties" 
Each mirror figured by: 

Thomas R. Cave, Jr. 

CAVE OPTICAL COMPANY 
4137 E. Anaheim Street 
Long Beach 4, California 
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